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Minutes of The Littlehampton Academy (TLA) Council meeting, held virtually via Zoom, on Monday 22nd March 2021 
@ 5pm. 

PRESENT: 
TLA Councillors:   Christopher Honeyman Brown (CHB) – Chair 
 Becca Jupp (BJ) 
 Panagiotis Perysinakis (PP) 
 Kevin Stone (KS) 
 Dan Pearce (DP) 
 Carlie Wayne (CW) 
 Henry Powell (HP) 
 Rachel Folley (RF) 
 Ian Buckman (IB) 
In Attendance: Morgan Thomas (MT) – Principal 
 Katie Ridgway (KR) – Vice Principal 
 David Rogers (DR) – Interim Vice Principal 
 Ian Lineham (IL) – Director of Resources 
 Sally Pelham (SP) – WAT Link Trustee, left at 6.35pm 
Minutes by: Sarah Morgan (SM) – Clerk to the Council 
Apologies: Kelly Goodwin (KG) 
 Sam Bridle (SB) 
 Aaron Perry (AP) 
 Hardip Begol (HB) – WAT CEO 
Absent: Silu Ali (SA) – recently appointed 

                                                                 

No. AGENDA ITEM ACTION 

1 Opening Prayer 
BJ led the meeting in a short prayer.  
 

 

2 Welcome & Apologies for Absence 
CHB welcomed everyone to the meeting, which was being held remotely due to ongoing Covid 
restrictions. Apologies had been received from KG, SB, AP and HB.  
 
CHB reported that a new Councillor had been recently appointed by the Trust Board – Silu Ali. She 
was joining TLA to learn about the issues of governance in education and may in due course be 
appointed as a Trustee of the Woodard Academy Trust. SA would join the FCM Committee for six 
months and then transfer to the S & S Committee.  
 

 
 
 

3 Declaration of Interests & Meeting Confidentiality 
There were no additional conflicts of interest declared by those present and all confirmed that 
they could not be overheard during the meeting. 
 

 
 
 

4 Approval of Minutes of Last Meetings, Matters Arising & Action Points 
The minutes of the last Council meetings, held on 7th December 2020 and 22nd February 2021, 
were approved. All actions had been addressed or were agenda items. 
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Strategic & Priorities 

5 Covid Management  
MT reported that there had been a number of positive Covid cases over the weekend which were 
being dealt with today. As a result, the following were self-isolating; 47 Year 9s, 13 Year 8s and one 
Year 11. Five staff were also self-isolating, awaiting the results of PCR tests. MT pointed out that 
one student had been sent into school even though they were displaying symptoms. MT was 
reiterating to parents that they MUST keep their child home in this instance, even if they had 
received a negative test.  
 
Q – Are there clear contingencies in place for the closure of bubbles or the whole academy? MT 
responded that there were set procedures in place and nothing had changed. KR added that it was 
much easier to isolate a whole bubble and switch to online learning. But where individuals had 
been sent home from across a year group, they completed work set on the website and which tied 
in with their curriculum. KR noted that staff could switch to remote learning overnight but not 
during the day 
 
MT provided further updates: 
 

 Work was currently difficult for staff and some were wearing masks all day 

 Most students were wearing masks 

 There had been a few cases of one-day FTEs handed out to students who had committed 
breaches of Covid rules on five separate Covid occasions  

 There was some de-regulated behaviour by some and staff were currently managing some 
very challenging behaviour from a few students. This was taking up much staff time 

 Ofqual had not provided much information regarding grading for Years 11 and 13 and the 
deadline for submission was drawing ever closer 

 A staff survey had been completed for Ofsted Inspectors the previous week. 104 responses 
had been received and this was viewed as a good return. Highlights included: 92% felt the 
academy had improved since the July 2019 inspection; 94% were proud to work at TLA; 
97% felt that students were safe at TLA; and 88% felt that the academy was well led and 
managed. The survey had highlighted however, concerns with behaviour and behaviour 
management 

 
CHB thanked the Principal and SLT for guiding the academy through the Section 8 monitoring visit. 
CHB asked MT to convey the Council’s thanks to the staff. MT thanked Councillors for giving up 
their time at such short notice, to meet with the Inspectors. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
MT 

6 Status of latest draft SIP  
Copies of the latest SIP and Self Evaluation had been shared and MT explained that the SIP had 
been drafted at the end of last summer. Since then, they had had to be responsive on the ground 
and planning for a post Covid recovery was reflected in the plan. The SIP would be re-visited and 
re-planned during the summer when hopefully, the school would be fully re-opened. MT 
concluded that the plan had not been activated as fully as hoped but school improvement had 
continued. 
 
Ofsted had been happy with the SEF but next time, would want to see evidence of claims made 
(MT added that the evidence did exist). MT noted that Inspectors would be talking far less about 
teaching and learning in future inspections and would be focusing on the quality of education and 
the design and delivery of the curriculum. MT would report back at the next meeting on these two 
aspects (agenda item).  
 
Q – What’s the difference between quality of education and teaching & learning? Semantics. A 
change in the framework. Ofsted have stopped grading individual teachers and were focusing 
instead on the wider context of the curriculum, acknowledging that the curriculum was not just 
about what was happening in the classroom but the wider experience (co-curricular). Outcomes 
were still very important though. This time, there was very little talk about student performance 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
MT/SM 
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data and it was the second year without exams. Inspectors wanted to know how schools tracked 
student data and what they did with the information. They would look at the impact and quality of 
education when they returned. It was all about the curriculum and Councillors should continue to 
monitor outcomes, progress, quality of teaching, performance management etc. 
 
Q – Why are all priorities in the SIP, medium? MT explained that there were levels underneath. 
They were using new software and had focused on adding the top priorities first. Timelines now 
needed to be added. The direction was right, but the SIP needed further work 
 
Parent View 
CHB had looked at the responses on Parent View, for the inspection, and he noted two areas of 
concern; bullying and SEN. He noted the small response for the SEN question (21) but six had 
stated that they strongly disagreed that they were receiving adequate SEN support.  
 
MT responded that SEN had come out well in the inspection feedback. 200 parents had responded 
to the survey and 117 had written free text comments, of which 18 had been neutral comments, 
14 negative, and the rest positive. Communication and support had been rated good and 
interestingly, bullying and SEN provision fell into both the positive and negative columns. MT 
explained that bullying was identified and dealt with as it arose, but sometimes, it did continue. It 
had been a difficult few days with bullying and MT did not permanently exclude on the first 
occasion. This could lead to the perception that the school were not doing anything but MT would 
not discuss the sanctions of others with parents. Regarding SEN, parents were supportive but they 
did often want more support and resources than could be offered. 
 
DR reported that the Compass and Scott Centres had come out glowing during the inspection. He 
noted that there were 23 EHCP students and 23 relevant comments received. He felt that there 
was a common thought amongst these parents that the academy was not doing enough. 
 
Q – Does the bullying policy set out the communication approach? DR stated that the policy set 
out the process and he provided an explanation 
 
Q – Do staff talk to students about how to report bullying? Yes, students knew the process 
 
Q – The use of social media videos during lockdown had been well received. So can we use this 
platform to highlight bullying? MT acknowledged that the parent videos on the TLA YouTube 
channel had received positive feedback, such as Paul Sanderson showing how to take a lateral flow 
test. This had overcome basic misconceptions and parents had found this very helpful. HP noted 
that parents had been watching school lessons for the first time and MT added that the parents 
had been very much ‘on side’. CHB felt that videos were more likely to have an impact and he 
asked S & S to monitor this and HP to keep an eye on the parents’ perspective 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S & S 
HP 

7 Council’s Strategic Plan & Objectives 
CHB explained that the objectives should align with the SIP and SEF and MT had been tasked with 
the alignment by 31st January. However, lockdown issues had taken precedence and this would 
therefore be reviewed at the next meeting, for implementation in September (agenda item). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SM 

8 Quality of Teaching 
KR updated on the following: 
 

 Virtual learning walks had taken place before half-term 

 Students had returned on 8th March  

 There were three areas of focus; an ambitious curriculum, diverse education and 
embedding careers / employability skills into the curriculum 

 Reading was not being covered in the same way – subject based reading had been 
introduced and this was received well 
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 Year 7 had all been provided with an individual book of their choice and their comments 
were shared on Google Classroom 

 Ofsted recognised the work being done on the curriculum and that this would move 
outcomes on 

 On the whole, there was a good level of quality of teaching and DoFs were working hard in 
this area 

 Hospitality was being offered in Year 10 next year as some students would really benefit 
from this 

 KR hoped that another term would pass before the Section 5 Ofsted Inspection 

 Teachers were currently working hard on assessments for Year 11 and 13 and KR hoped to 
avoid any appeals in the summer. Once the assessments had been completed, the process 
for submitting grades would be decided 

 The vast majority of subjects had covered their curriculum content with just some small 
parts being cut 

 Grades needed to be submitted to Ofqual by 18th June 
 
Q – Does the current curriculum facilitate students going into the workplace well? This was 
getting better but TLA could not compete with the vocational colleges. Childcare was being offered 
in Year 12 for the first time and Health & Social Care was successful in Years 10, 11, 12 and 13. But 
more students were needed to be able to offer more vocational courses, but this was reviewed 
every year 
 
Q – HP’s children were in Year 11 and 13 and so he appreciated the difficulties faced currently. 
How are you supporting those students who are struggling? KR reported there had been a wave 
of anxiety when they announced the four-week period of assessments. But students could choose 
when to take the assessments, as long as it was within the four-week window. This should make it 
more manageable. There was a small group of Year 11s who did not engage during lockdown and 
so this would be more difficult for them. And the stakes were high in Year 13 due to university 
places. The pressure was also on the teachers who had to grade all their students 
 
Reading 
KR reported that Ofsted had been impressed with reading and she explained that all students in 
Years 7 – 10 were tested to ascertain their reading age. HiLTAs were used for bespoke reading 
programmes in Year 7, with those four students not taking a foreign language – this was supported 
by Ofsted. Additionally, for those struggling in Year 10, they dropped a subject in favour of 
additional English lessons. KR was looking into Entry Level Certificates for next year. Finally, KR 
reported that a virtual library had been set up and students could borrow books online. The library 
and reading continued to be promoted by the librarians. 
 
MT reported that the Inspectors recognised the range of literacy strategies in place and had asked 
how the academy dealt with the lowest 20%. This was addressed through the Communications 
Faculty. Freddie Tandy had only just assumed the interim faculty lead but he was complimented by 
the Inspectors. KR added that reading ages were included on seating plans and teachers were 
given the skills to teach students how to read. 
 
Q – KS acknowledged the difficulties teachers faced in assessing the final grades. Have the 
reports sent home, indicated final grades? KR explained that AP1 had included the current 
attainment and G4S showed the grades for individual subjects. Staff were not permitted to tell 
parents what grades their child would receive, so, with AP2 coming up, the current attainment 
would probably not be included 
 
Q – Is there any literacy work taking place around comprehension? KR responded that the 
reading recovery programme covered this 
 

Committee Highlights 

9 Standards & Safeguarding Committee Highlights  
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The minutes from 11th March had been shared and RF reported that all committee members had 
been very committed and motivated to look for, and ask, questions. Some had also attended the 
recent, useful WAT training sessions. The two committee meetings this year had covered many 
areas and RF now looked forward to monitoring the curriculum development.  
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Finance, Community & Marketing Committee Highlights  
The minutes from 8th February had been shared, along with a careers summary. This was for 
information only but HP commended the work being carried out by Angie Gresty and MT would 
pass on the Council’s thanks to her. In KG’s absence, IL answered questions. 
 
Q – Is there a maintenance plan for the buildings? Saville’s were due to submit their report ‘soon’ 
and IL stressed that this was needed by 9th April, to be included in the budget submission to WAT. 
IL would bring the maintenance plan for the next five years to the next Council meeting 
 
Q – What about the catch-up funding plan? This was on the website and was a working document 
 
Q – How do you intend to reduce the deficit budget next year? IL explained that it was not 
possible to eliminate the deficit in 21/22. This was due to there being 70 students less in the 
academy next year which equated to a loss of £300k (WSCC would provide £150k growth funding 
towards this). IL had been through the figures thoroughly with the Trust and they accepted there 
would be a deficit for just next year. This was balanced by a surplus budget this year plus two 
surplus budgets due the following two years (22/23 and 23/24). SP was now informed of the 
situation, should questions be raised by the Board of Trustees 
  

 
 
MT 
 
 
 
 
IL 
 
 
 
 
 

 

11 Rationalisation of Councillor and Committee Responsibilities and Policies 
Two documents had been shared; Council Planning and Council Re-organisation and these were in 
draft format. These had been produced as RF wanted to be clear about the Councillors’ roles and 
responsibilities for each subject area. There would be greater focus on covering the subject matter 
by individuals so they were informed to report back to the Council. Councillors needed to make 
the commitment to pick up on their areas independently. Actions: 

 CHB to speak to KG about the FCM areas 

 RF and KR to finalise their areas 

 CHB and RF to agree on a final version and circulate 

 SM to email Councillors to ascertain their faculty interest 
 
IL mentioned an H & S audit taking place on 19th May, to which DP and IB were invited as the H & S 
links. IB was working but DP would try to attend. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
CHB 
RF/KR 
CHB/RF 
SM 

Compliance 

12 Resources Summary Report  
IL had produced a Resources Summary report. He reported that the risk register would need 
reviewing in both committees next term, so the high level risks could be signed off in full. IL also 
reported that lettings were resuming from 29th March, for the outside areas (no access to the 
school permitted). 
 
Q – Regarding the catch-up funding, did this need to be spent this academic year? Would it be 
clawed back otherwise? IL explained that it would not go to the Trust if not spent – it would go 
into the surplus / reserves. KR added that it was a challenge, to spend this funding. The National 
Tutoring Programme only allocated a certain number of tutors and there were restrictions (instead 
of having four from September, we only gained one, from February). The support was being 
focussed on Year 10 
 
SP left the meeting at this point (6.35pm). 
 

 

13 SCA Capital Proposal  
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IL had shared the SCA proposal and explained that this was the same £100k proposal as last year. 
The bid was for outside shelters, for students at break times and could also be used for teaching. 
The bid was approved by Council. 
 

 

14 Policies approved this term 
Two policies had been approved at S & S; Admissions and RSE, and these were duly ratified. The 
Prep for Learning Policy was ongoing – RF had discussed with Nick Taylor and changes had now 
been agreed. Council approval was given for the final version to be signed off at the next S & S 
meeting (SM to add to agenda). 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
SM 

Information 

15 Training Report 
SM had produced a training report (shared) which detailed all training undertaken by Councillors 
last year and this year. All had completed safeguarding and PREVENT (grouped together) plus 
some individual courses. CHB requested that all Councillors undertook one training session by the 
end of March and then one more next term and send their certificates to SM. 
 
CHB noted that a few years ago, WAT had arranged some Saturday training for all academies and 
this had been a good opportunity to link with other Councils (SRWA and SAA). However, this was 
currently taking place through the virtual WAT training sessions and RF and BJ stated that it was 
good to talk to others. SM to find out what sessions were planned for the summer term. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ALL 
 
 
 
 
 
SM 

16 Any Other Business 
CHB reported that a panel were meeting the following day, to consider two PEXs plus a meeting to 
consider representations made by three parents relating to a one day FTE for their sons. The panel 
would consider written statements from staff and parents. 
 

 

17 Date of Next Meeting 
The Council would meet again on Thursday 1st July 2021 @ 4.30pm, via Zoom. 
 

 

18 Meeting End Time 
The meeting closed at 7pm. 
 

 

 
 

SM 250321 

 
Approved by: _________Date: __1/7/2021_________________ 
ACTIONS 

 

Item Action Who When 

5 MT to convey the Council’s thanks to the staff MT ASAP 

6 MT to report on the quality of education and the design and delivery of the 
curriculum at next meeting (agenda item) 

MT/SM Next meeting 

6 S & S to monitor social media videos & HP to monitor with parents S & S/HP Ongoing 

7 SM to add strategic plan & objectives to next agenda SM Next meeting 

10 MT to pass on the Council’s thanks to Angie Gresty MT ASAP 

10 IL to present maintenance plan for the next five years at next meeting IL Next meeting 

11 CHB to speak to KG about the FCM areas CHB ASAP 

11 RF and KR to finalise their areas RF/KR ASAP 

11 CHB and RF to agree on a final version and circulate CHB/RF Next meeting 

11 SM to email Councillors to ascertain their faculty interest SM Next meeting 

14 SM to add Prep for Learning policy to next S & S agenda SM 140621 

15 All to complete 2 training sessions by end of year & send certificates to SM ALL July 2021 

15 SM to find out what sessions were planned for the summer term SM ASAP 


